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Ordering System By Globe Business . dGo - Taguig City University Online Medical Inventory System () Thesis.

Technology has never stopped from advancing through the years. These devices are connected to a computer
system where information is stored and to be used for future retrieval of data. Due to that fact, the automated
scheme has become essential to small and big companies for they are expected to give the best services
possible. Thousands of businesses have joined the GramercyOne family to provide online booking to their
customers, manage day-to-day operations and drive new business. The authors describe two methods of
setting the production control law: the coefficient plane model matching technique, and the Nichols-Ziegler
parameter setting rule. The system will also have the capability to compute the customer bill, able to print
receipt, can sell either in wholesale or retail, will provide discounts and can categorize product. Some
intangible factors that can be difficult to quantify are the salesperson's ability to build relationships and
"connect" with customers, and whether or not there is a clear purpose of the call or meeting. The result may
help others to understand more about computer-generated data processing, especially on how to deal with
computers in terms of speed, accuracy and data security. Successful inventory management involves balancing
the costs of inventory with the benefits of inventory. And also the monitoring of stocks is the most important
part of this system. Therefore large numbers of companies are using inventory management software for the
respective purpose. In this chapter the proponents put a different opinion of others interms of Inventory, the
Literatures and studies should get on the Book articles on the internet. Computers today are now used as a
substitute to manual processes and other past inventions like the radio, television, etc. Roles can be
customized to restrict access to only a certain part of the system and is very configurable. School inventory
system is the process of counting the chairs, tables, computers, papers, etc. It is where operations with regards
to all the stock will be archived. PIMS provides these advantages in the form of improved and efficient
workflow for the pharmacy department. Others include: [3]According to the literature Point of Sale â€” A
beginner guide to POS Software that the most large retail stores have migrated from the old trusty cash
register to more modem computerized point of sale POS system. It also improves customer-service metrics
and fulfillment rates Kenneth,  Evercom Auto Supply purchased their items from their supplier. But according
to these executives, the intelligent part of the system is sophisticated software which automates and controls
all aspects of warehouse operations. The researchers had been motivated to do a study on this topic according
to the above observation. If the system includes equipment tracking, it can be used to determine the capital
asset as well as track the service history and lifespan of equipment. The reason for contact can be to help the
customer, or sometimes it is to help the salesperson's quota. To identify the problems encountered in the
existing sales system. Foreign Studies about Inventory System Raw materials, goods in process and finished
goods all represent various forms of inventory. Real-time processing in the warehouse uses combinations of
hardware including material handling and data collection technologies. It is such a part of our everyday life
now that we hardly even notice it Nguyen,  The foundation of periodic inventory system it taking a complete
physical inventory system at year-end. Liang, stated in his study entitled Inventory Management System for
SME Small and Medium Enterprise that a computerized inventory helps to predict problems in procurement
transaction.


